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ABSTRACT

One of the major challenges of today's biotechnology is 
to  be  able  to  obtain  the  maximum  of  metabolic 
information for the holistic interpretation of biological 
systems.  Herein  we  present  a  new  computational 
application for gas-chromatography mass spectroscopy 
automated signal processing, named 'X-Metabolomics', 
that  shows to  be a  potential  framework  for  dynamic 
systems  as  fermentation  processes  interpretation  by 
compounds  and  pathways  identification  and 
quantification  and  moreover  for  new  metabolites 
discovery. 
Our GC-MS signal processing pipeline is implemented 
into an X-window interface using Tcl/Tk interface and 
based  on  R  statistical  programming  environment  for 
comprehensive  statistical  computing  of  results  and 
access to 'Bioconductor' bioinformatics platform under 
Unix, Linux and MacOS. 
This  approach  focuses  on  the  robustness  of  peak 
extraction  algorithms  for  further  identification, 
quantification  and  biological  interpretation  by 
multivariate  analysis,  evolving the following steps:  i) 
peaks  extraction;  ii)  supervised  filtering;  iii) 
identification  of  candidate  fragments  and  removal  of 
possible  contaminants;  iv)  compounds 
identification/quantification; v) compounds expression 
and  co-expression  in  time-course;  and  vi)  sample 
classification  and  biological  interpretation  by 
multivariate analysis.
'X-Metabolomics'  can  be  an  useful  tool  in  different 
fields  such  as  pharmacology,  genetics,  living  cells 
systems, promising to be innovative and very helpful 
for new drug discovery and new advances in dynamic 
systems understanding.

INTRODUCTION

Fermentations  are  dynamic  systems  where  metabolic 
changes occur while fermentation microrganisms adapt 
to the medium and reactor operational conditions. 
Metabolomics is a technique, which aims at identifying 

metabolites and their reaction networks and dynamics 
in  a  biological  cell,  tissue,  organ  or  organism,  as  a 
response  to  environmental  changes.  The  metabolic 
profiling  of  a  complex  process  as  the  fermentation 
process  can  give  an  instantaneous  snapshot  of  the 
physiology of a cell in the system.
High-throughput  metabolomic  chromatography 
systems consisting of hardware or analytical equipment 
and bioinformatic tools for signal preprocessing, data 
storage and multivariate analysis are more widespread. 
GC-MS is especially suited for a significant part of the 
yeast  metabolome  originating  several  hundreds  of 
volatile  metabolites.  Classical  mass  spectroscopy 
analyses  are highly laborious, and significant  amount 
of  time  is  needed  for  peak  analysis,  fingerprint 
recognition,  identification  and  quantification  by  an 
human analyst (Christensen et al. 2005).
In this sense, methodologies for automatic processing 
of chromatograms are of great importance as they can 
aid metabolomics researchers by providing an usefull 
laboratory tool for a rapid GC-MS diagnosis.
In  this  research,  we  present  'X-Metabolomics',  a 
software  pipeline  for  GC-MS  chromatograms 
processing.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

'X-Metabolomics'  is  intended  for  GC-MS  spectral 
validation  by  multivariate  process  analytical 
technology,  compounds  identification,  quantification, 
time  course  and  co-expression,  providing  metabolic 
pathways  identification,  as  well  as,  new  pathways 
discovery.
The  processing  pipeline  works  as  follows:  i) 
chromatograms import (directory or selected samples); 
ii)  peak  extraction  and  alignment;  iii)  supervised 
filtering; iv) fragment classification, identification and 
quantification; v) identification and composition tables 
building; vi) compounds expression in time-course and 
co-expression;  and vii)  multivariate  statistics for data 
interpretation and classification. Figure 1 presents the 
'X-Metabolomics'  workflow  for  chromatographic 
signal processing and interpretation.  
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Pre-processing

Pre-processing task is  performed as the methodology 
published  by  Smith  et  al.  (2006),  the  XCMS 
methodology,  and  consists  essentially  in 
chromatograms feature extraction by peaks detection, 
grouping and non-linear retention time aligning.

Supervised filtering

Scans  resulting  from  pre-processing  task  can 
correspond  to  real  and  interesting  compounds  or  to 
contaminant  compounds.  The  last  mentioned  can 
correspond to, p.e., SPME fiber material and, usually, 
have  a  typical  pattern  of  occurrence  throughout 
samples. In this sense, filtering is a crucial task for its 
recognition  and  identification.  'X-Metabolomics' 
allows the elimination of the contaminant scans prior to 
identification and multivariate analysis by: 1) threshold 
filtering;  and  2)  hierarchical  cluster  analysis  (HCA) 
filtering (Tikunov et al. 2005). 

Metabolites identification and quantification

'X-Metabolomics' produces two tables: i) identification 
table;  and  ii)  composition  table.  The  identification 
consists only in identifiable and coherent peaks among 
all  samples.  Data  in  this  table  is  presented  for  each 
candidate  compound  with  corresponding  normalized 
fragments  for  annotation.  The  composition  table 
comprises compounds concentrations that are the direct 
linear relationship to the internal standard in the linear 
regime of the mass detector for all samples.

Compounds  expression  in  time  course  and  co-
expression

'X-Metabolomics'  also  allows  observing  compounds 
and  samples  co-expression,  by  scans-scans  and 
samples-samples  correlations  mapping.  This 
application  seems  to  be  essential  for  pathways  and 
compounds identification and discovery.   Metabolites 
kinetics during fermentations can be also obtained.  

Multivariate analysis

Relevant  principal  component  analysis  (RPCA) 
(Martins et al. 2008), and multivariate control charts 

(MCC)  (Hotelling  1947),  with  corresponding  cluster 
analysis  of  samples  (scores)  and  variables  (loadings) 
are  implemented  for  a  quick  non-supervised  result 
interpretation,  diagnosis  and  quality  control  of  the 
process.
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Figure 1 'XMetabolomics' software workflow.
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